
ARCA acquires 300 acre lease in La Pryor,
Texas

ARCA Wildlife Development's 300 acre breeding facility will have a significant impact on conservation

while providing a financial windfall to investors.

SAN ANTONIO, TX, UNITED STATES, July 15, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Texas Savanna is a

We have fallen heirs to the

most glorious heritage a

people ever received and

each one must do his part if

we wish to show that the

nation is worthy of its good

fortune.”

Theodore Roosevelt

mixed prairie grassland which occupies the western side of

the Gulf Coastal Plains and the southern end of the Great

Plains. This 300 acre breeding facility is located in the heart

of the Texas Savanna. The entire ranch will offer high

fencing protection for our livestock. The ranch also has an

ample supply of water for the livestock. Additionally, the

ranch will offer full-time  monitoring and supervision with

onsite ranch management. This carefully designed

structure will allow biologists the availability and access to

care for the livestock 365 days a year. In an effort to

accelerate offspring development the ranch will offer the

separate breeding pens, typically 3-7 acre designs. The 3-7 acre size pens are designed to

accelerate and encourage breeding. The ranch will also offer many open free range acres to

accommodate specific breeds.

The contents of this website: (i) do not constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation of an offer

to buy of securities, and (ii) may not be relied upon in making an investment decision related to

any investment offering by ARCA Wildlife Conservation LLC., or any affiliate, or partner thereof

("ARCA Wildlife Conservation LLC."). Investment offerings and investment decisions may only be

made on the basis of a confidential private placement memorandum issued by ARCA Wildlife

Conservation LLC. ARCA Wildlife Conservation LLC. does not warrant the accuracy or

completeness of the information contained herein.

Investments in any security are not suitable for all investors. Investments in securities involve a

high degree of risk and should only be considered by investors who can withstand the loss of

their investment. Prospective investors should carefully review the “Risk Factors” section of any

private placement memorandum. Investors should perform their own investigations before

considering any investment and consult with their own legal and tax advisors.

Prior performance is not indicative of future results.
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